NOTICE

This is for information to all concern that, Council has successfully revamp the syllabi of 1st year for Diploma courses offered through different Polytechnics affiliated to the Council. In continuation of the revamping procedure, various Syllabus Sub-Committee/coordinating Institutes for syllabus modification have exerted their full effort to frame out the curriculum structure and syllabus. The proposed draft curriculum structures have been developed in consideration with the model syllabus uploaded by AICTE on the website http://www.aicte-india.org/mdiploma.htm and after active consultation with eminent University and industry experts.

Suggestions and comments are invited from the respective subject teacher of different Polytechnics and from other stake holders regarding the proposed curriculum structure/ syllabus with the aim to implement new revised syllabi from the next academic session.

The suggestion should be contained the branch name and relevant title mentioning it position on the particular structure with his/her name and phone number. The suggestions to be submitted to e-mail address “syllabus.wbscte.2013@gmail.com” within 6th February, 2014. Constructive suggestion and comments will be actively considered by the syllabus committee for finalization of curriculum structure/ syllabus for further development of detailed syllabi essential for the enhancement of the quality of Diploma education in the state.
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